We prove that every graph G contains either k edge-disjoint K4-subdivisions or a set X of at most O(k 8 log k) edges such that G − X does not contain any K4-subdivision. This shows that K4-subdivisions have the edge-Erdős-Pósa property.
Introduction
In 1965, Erdős and Pósa proved a duality between packing and covering of cycles in graphs:
Theorem 1 (Erdős and Pósa 1965, [9] ). For every graph G and every integer k, the graph G either contains k disjoint cycles or a set X ⊆ V (G) with |X| = O(k log k) such that X meets every cycle.
Other graph families admit similar dualities: a family F of graphs has the Erdős-Pósa property if there is a bounding function f : N → R such that every graph G either contains k disjoint subgraphs each isomorphic to an element of F , or G contains a hitting set X of at most f (k) vertices such that G − X contains no subgraph isomorphic to an element of F . Thus, Theorem 1 states that the family of cycles has the Erdős-Pósa property with f = O(k log k).
The most general result about the Erdős-Pósa property concerns the family of H-expansions, for a fixed graph H, where a graph is an H-expansion if it contains H as a minor:
Theorem 2 (Robertson, Seymour, [19] 
). The family of H-expansions has the Erdős-Pósa property if and only if H is planar.
Note that the theorem includes Theorem 2, if H is chosen to be a triangle. What happens if we pack edge-disjoint cycles rather than (vertex-)disjoint cycles? It turns out that there is an edge-version of Erdős and Pósa's theorem. In order to generalise in the same way as above, we say that a family F of graphs has the edge-Erdős-Pósa property if there is f : N → R such that for every integer k and every graph G, there are either k edge-disjoint subgraphs in G that lie in F , or there is an edge set F of size |F | ≤ f (k) such that G − F does not contain any subgraph from F .
Compared to the ordinary (vertex-)Erdős-Pósa property there are only a few classes known to have the edge-Erdős-Pósa property: cycles have the edgeproperty (see, for instance, [7, Exercise 9 .5]), as do long cycles [2] and as do θ r -expansions (see Raymond, Sau and Thilikos [17] ), where θ r is the multigraph consisting of r parallel edges.
It is striking to note that these results are all special instances of a hypothetical edge-version of Theorem 2 -we just have to take H as a triangle, a long cycle or as θ r .
Question 3. Is there an edge-version of Theorem 2? That is, do H-expansions have the edge-Erdős-Pósa property if H is a planar graph?
We answer the question for H = K 4 , the smallest 2-connected graph H for which Question 3 was open. We prove that K 4 -subdivisions do, indeed, have the edge-Erdős-Pósa property. (As K 4 is a cubic graph, it makes no difference whether we consider expansions or subdivisions.) Our initial motivation was to study a special case of Question 3 in order to develop techniques that could be helpful in a more general setting. A modest but useful insight in this respect is spelled out in Section 3.1, where we prove that one may normally assume that there is a (vertex) hitting set consisting of a single vertex.
Our original aim, however, failed. While working on Theorem 4, we discovered planar graphs such that their expansions do not have the edge-Erdős-Pósa property. In fact, even if H is a ladder of large enough length or a subcubic tree of large enough pathwidth, the family of H-expansions does not have the edge-property. We work out these negative results in a subsequent paper [3] .
That the answer of Question 3 is "no" makes it, in our eyes, even more interesting to study which H-expansions have the edge-property.
Not only certain H-expansions have the Erdős-Pósa property, but also other types of graph classes. For example, cycle of even length have the Erdős-Pósa property (see [21] and [6] ) and also the edge-property [4] , while odd cycles have neither the vertex-nor the edge-property [6] . Thomassen [21] , and later Wollan [22] considered cycles with more general modularity constraints: they proved that cycles of length ≡ 0 (mod m) for all m, resp. cycles of length ≡ 0 (mod m) for odd m have the vertex-Erdős-Pósa property. The edge-versions of these results are still open.
Stretching the definition a bit, we can interprete Menger's theorem as saying that A-B-paths have the Erdős-Pósa property, as well as the edge-property. The theorems of Gallai [11] and of Mader [15] show that A-paths have the ordinary as well as the edge-property.
Another type of cycle that has attracted a good amount of interest [14, 13, 16 ] are A-cycles, cycles that each contain at least one vertex from a fixed set A. The class of A-cycles has both versions of Erdős-Pósa property as well; see in particular [16] . Huynh, Joos and Wollan [12] generalised the concept of an Acycle by considering non-zero cycles in graphs whose edges are endowed with labels from two groups. They in particular characterise when these cycle have the Erdős-Pósa property. Bruhn, Joos and Schaudt [5] investigate labelled Hexpansions.
An overview on Erdős-Pósa properties can be found in the survey article of Raymond and Thilikos [18] , and also in [4] .
Preliminaries
All graphs in this paper are finite, simple, undirected graphs. We use standard graph theory notation as used in Diestel's textbook [7] . We recall some definitions and concepts that we use often.
Let P be a path with endvertices u and v. Then we say that P is a u-vpath. If a, b ∈ V (P ) are two vertices of P , the subpath of P between a and b is denoted by aP b. If w is a neighbour of the endvertex u and w / ∈ V (P ), then wuP denotes the concatenation of the path wu and the path P .
A path is trivial if it contains no edge and a block is trivial if it consists of a single edge.
Recall the definition of the vertex-and edge-Erdős-Pósa property given in the introduction. The set X that meets every F -graph in G is called hitting set (for F -graphs in G). If we want to specify if X consists of vertices or edges, we write vertex hitting set or edge hitting set.
Series-parallel graphs
There are several almost identical notions of what a series-parallel graph is. Here, we use what some call two-terminal series-parallel. If G is a graph and s, t are two (not necessarily distinct) vertices in G, we say that G is series-parallel with terminals s, t if it
• is equal to the vertex s if s = t; or
• is equal to the edge st ( if s = t); or
• if there is a series-parallel graph G 1 with terminals s, r and a series-parallel graph G 2 with terminals r, t such that G = G 1 ∪ G 2 and G 1 ∩ G 2 = {r}; or
• if there are series-parallel graphs G 1 , G 2 both with terminals s, t such that G = G 1 ∪ G 2 and V (G 1 ∩ G 2 ) = {s, t}.
In the third case, G 1 ∪ G 2 is a series decomposition of G, and in the last case G 1 ∪ G 2 is a parallel decomposition of G. Note that the terminals of a seriesparallel graph are distinct if it contains an edge. By a diamond we mean a graph consisting of three internally disjoint ab-paths for two distinct vertices a, b. Let u 1 , u 2 ∈ V (G). We call a subgraph D ′ ⊆ G a u 1 -u 2 -diamond if it is the union of a diamond D = P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 and disjoint paths Q 1 , Q 2 such that Q i connects u i and the interior of P i and is disjoint from P j for j = i.
Here we give a basic lemma about series-parallel graphs and diamonds. We need it in the proof of Lemma 31.
Lemma 5.
(i) Let G be a 2-connected graph, and let st be an edge of G. Then G does not contain a K 4 -subdivision if and only if G is series-parallel with terminals s, t.
(ii) A series-parallel graph with terminals s, t does not contain an s-t-diamond.
Proof. For (i): Eppstein (Lemma 9 in [8] ) proves that a 2-connected graph that is series-parallel with some terminals is also series-parallel if any two adjacent vertices are chosen as terminals. The rest of the statement is elementary. For (ii): Suppose there is an s-t-diamond D in a series-parallel graph G with terminals s, t. We add an s-t-path P that is internally disjoint from G, and observe that the resulting graph G ′ is still series-parallel (with terminal s, t) as G ′ = G ∪ P is a parallel decomposition. The graph G ′ , however, contains the K 4 -subdivision D ∪ P , which is impossible, by (i).
First reductions
Our aim in this article is to prove Theorem 4. Let G be a graph and assume that it does not contain k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions. Then it does not contain k vertex-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions either. Thus, Theorem 2 yields a set X ⊆ V (G) of size bounded in k such that G − X contains no K 4 -subdivision. Aboulker et al. [1] showed that |X| = O(k log k) is sufficient. Our proof uses this vertex hitting set to construct an edge hitting set.
We give a brief overview of the proof. In Section 3.1 we start by showing that we may assume to have a vertex hitting set that consists of a single vertex x. In a second step, in Section 3.2, we reduce to the case that G − x is 2-connected.
This implies, in particular, that G − x is series-parallel and has thus an ear decomposition that is nested ; see Section 4. If this nested ear decomposition contains many ears that contain a neighbour of x, then we will find k edgedisjoint K 4 -subdivisions (Section 5). If, on the other hand, the number of such ears is bounded (Section 6), we can do induction over that number. This case will take up most of the effort.
Single vertex hitting set
As a first step we reduce to graphs with a vertex hitting set that consists of a single vertex.
Lemma 6. Let F be a class of graphs that has the vertex-Erdős-Pósa property with bounding function g. Let h : N → R be a function such that for every k and for every graph G that has a vertex x such that G − x does not contain any subgraph of F it holds that: either G contains k edge-disjoint subgraphs from F or there is an edge set F of size |F | ≤ h(k) that meets every subgraph from F . Then F has the edge-Erdős-Pósa property with bounding function f = gh.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on the size of a vertex hitting set for F . Let G be a graph. For the edge-Erdős-Pósa property we can clearly assume that G does not contain any k edge-disjoint (or vertex-disjoint) subgraphs from F . Therefore, G has a vertex hitting set for F , and we choose such a set X as small as possible. If X is empty then the empty set is an edge hitting set for all subgraphs in F .
If X is not empty, pick x ∈ X and observe that G ′ = G − x has a smaller vertex hitting set (namely X ′ = X \ {x}) than G. By induction, there is thus an edge set 
where the last inequality follows from the minimal choice of X and the fact that g is a bounding function for the vertex-Erdős-Pósa property.
Reduction to the case that G − x is a block
Having reduced to graphs G with a single-vertex hitting set {x}, we further reduce to the case when G − x is (essentially) 2-connected. Independently of the results in this subsection, we prove in Sections 4-6 the following lemma: Once we have proved the two lemmas above, we have proved the main theorem:
Proof of Theorem 4. Lemma 8 provides a function h as in Lemma 6 for the family F of K 4 -subdivisions. The function g for F is in O(k log k) by [1] . Hence, the hitting set function in Theorem 4 is
The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Lemma 8. Before we start, let us denote the size of the hitting set F in Lemma 8 by f (k). Then the function f we will find will satisfy f (k) ≥ k 7 , which implies that
We fix throughout the rest of the section a positive integer k, and a graph G that has a vertex x such that G − x does not contain any K 4 -subdivision. We also assume that
Moreover, we may assume that every edge e of G is contained in a K 4 -subdivision; any edge e that is not contained in one may simply be omitted as a hitting set in G − e is still a hitting set in G.
Suppose that G contains several blocks. Every K 4 -subdivision is contained in a single block. Because every edge of G is contained in a K 4 -subdivision, every block contains a K 4 -subdivision. Hence, we can apply induction on every block of G. By (1), the union of the hitting sets of each block has size smaller than f (k). Therefore, we may assume from now that G is 2-connected, and thus G − x is connected.
Furthermore, we can assume that G − x is not 2-connected: otherwise, after subdividing the edges incident with x, we can directly apply Lemma 7, which then finishes the proof of Lemma 8.
In the rest of the section, whenever we speak of a block, without specifying of which graph, we mean a block of G − x. Pick an arbitrary cutvertex r * of G − x, and use it to define a partial order on the blocks by setting B ≥ B ′ for two blocks B, B
′ if either B = B ′ or if there is a B-r * -path in G that passes through an edge of B ′ . (It is easy to verify that then every B-r * -path meets
For a block B, we write u B for the unique cutvertex of G − x that lies in B and that separates B from r * . We, furthermore, denote for any block B by G ≥B the subgraph of G induced by B ′ ≥B B ′ ∪ {x}, where the union is over all blocks B ′ with B ′ ≥ B, and where we exclude the edge u B x from G ≥B , should it exist. We also define G ≥B as the subgraph of G induced by B ′ ≥B B ′ ∪ {x}. Note that if u B x is an edge of G, then it lies in G ≥B but not in G ≥B . Thus, G = G ≥B ∪ G ≥B is an edge-disjoint union, and indeed G ≥B and G ≥B meet precisely in {x, u B }.
A block B is essential if there is a K 4 -subdivision K such that K ∩B contains a cycle. Any such K 4 -subdivision then makes B essential. Note that every K 4 -subdivision makes precisely one block essential. For an essential block B there is a (unique) ≤-largest block A such that G ≥A contains a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential. That block A is the baseblock of B, or simply a baseblock if there is a block for which it is the baseblock. Clearly, A ≤ B, and note that A = B may happen.
Here is a short overview which steps we take to prove Lemma 8. Lemmas 9, 10 and 11 provide some basic properties of essential blocks and baseblocks. Using them, Lemma 12 shows that we cannot have 3k baseblocks in G because otherwise we would find k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions. Then, our aim is to bound the number of essential blocks that belong to the same baseblock. Lemmas 13, 14 and 15 prove that almost all essential blocks that have the same baseblock have a certain simple structure. Then, Lemma 17 uses this structure to find a small set of edges that makes almost all such essential blocks inessential (the set meets all K 4 -subdivisions that make the block essential). As now, there are only few baseblocks and only few essential blocks per baseblock left, we can focus on every essential block and either find k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions there or an edge hitting set of bounded size (done by Lemma 7) . The union of these sets over all remaining essential blocks is the hitting set for the whole graph.
We start the proof of Lemma 8 with a couple of lemmas about essential blocks and baseblocks.
Lemma 9. Let B be an essential block, and let u be a cutvertex of G − x contained in B. Let C be a component of G − {u, x} that is disjoint from B, and let K be a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential. If P is a u-x-path internally disjoint from B, then (K − C) ∪ P contains a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential.
Proof. Whether x is a branch vertex of K or whether it lies on a subdivided edge does not change the fact that all other branch vertices lie in the unique non-trivial block of K − x, and thus in B. As {u, x} separates B from C in G, it follows that K ∩ C is either empty or contains a subpath of a subdivided edge of K, that then is continued to x and to u. Replacing this subpath, if it exists, by P results in a new K 4 -subdivision that again contains a cycle in B, i.e. that makes B essential.
Lemma 10. Let B be an essential block, let A be the baseblock of B, and let K be a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential. Then:
Proof. We recall that K ∩ B contains a cycle, and thus the whole unique nontrivial block of K − x. We start with the proof of (iii). As B > A, it follows that A ⊆ G B . By definition of a baseblock, and as B = A, the K 4 -subdivision K must meet A and must have an edge outside G ≥B , and thus in G B . As G B is separated from B by {u B , x}, this means that K ∩ G B is a subpath Q of a subdivided edge of K. In particular, Q is a u B -x-path that meets A.
Next, we treat (ii). Let C be a cycle in K ∩ B. Then there are at least two C-x-paths contained in K that meet only in x. Of these, only one may pass through u B ; the other, P say, is disjoint from u B and therefore contained in G ≥B . Since, by (iii), K also contains u B and since it is connected, we therefore find a u B -x-path in K ∩ G ≥B .
For (i), consider a K 4 -subdivision K ′ that makes B essential and that is contained in G ≥B . Such a K ′ exists as B is its own baseblock. As above, K ′ ∩B contains a cycle C ′ , and two C ′ -x-paths that meet only in x. As K ′ ⊆ G ≥B (as A = B), the two paths are contained in G ≥B . As B is 2-connected, there are two u B -C ′ -paths that only meet in u B . These paths can be extended disjointly from each other on C ′ to the start vertices of the C ′ -x-paths so that we obtain internally disjoint u B -x-paths in G ≥B .
Lemma 11.
(i) Let A be a baseblock, and let B ′ be some block with
(ii) Let A be the baseblock of an essential block B > A, and let B ′ be some block with A < B ′ < B. Then there is no
(iii) Let A be the baseblock of an essential block B and let A ′ be another block such that A < A ′ < B. Then A ′ cannot be a baseblock.
Proof. Let B be an essential block such that A is the baseblock of B, and let K be a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential, and that is contained in G ≥A (such a K exists, by definition of a baseblock). Assume first that B and B ′ are incomparable, or that B = A. In either case, Lemma 10 (i) or (ii) yields a u B -x-path in G ≥B ∩ G B ′ . We extend the path through G ≥A ∩ G B ′ to a u A -x-path. Now assume that B and B ′ are comparable and that B > A. Lemma 10 (iii) yields a u B -x-path P in K ∩ G B that meets A. In particular, P ⊆ G ≥A ∩ G B as K ⊆ G ≥A . Let a be the last vertex of P in A. Then aP is an A-x-path in G ≥A ∩ G B ′ . As A is connected, we can extend it to a u A -x-path through A. This proves (i).
Statement (ii) follows from Lemma 9: if there was such a path, then we would find a K 4 -subdivision in G ≥B ′ that makes B essential, in contradiction to that A < B
′ is the baseblock of B.
Let us now prove (iii). Suppose that A ′ is a baseblock. By (i), there is then a u A ′ -x-path in G ≥A ′ ∩ G B , which implies that there is also a u B -x-path in G ≥A ′ ∩ G B . This, however, is impossible as (ii) shows.
The next lemma bounds the number of baseblocks.
Lemma 12.
There are fewer than 3k distinct baseblocks.
Proof. We prove by induction on ℓ that G contains ℓ edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions if G contains at least 3ℓ distinct baseblocks. By (2) , it then follows that G cannot have 3k or more distinct baseblocks.
Pick a ≤-largest baseblock A 1 , and set G ′ = G ≥A1 . The restriction of the partial order of the blocks of G − x onto the blocks of G ′ − x is a partial order of the blocks of G ′ − x. Thus, we can speak of baseblocks with respect to G ′ .
We claim that G ′ − x contains at least 3(ℓ − 1) blocks (of G ′ − x) that are baseblocks with respect to G ′ . Then, by induction, G ′ contains ℓ − 1 edgedisjoint K 4 -subdivision. Together with one K 4 -subdivision contained in G ≥A1 (that exists as A 1 is a baseblock) we obtain the desired ℓ edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions.
To prove the claim, consider a baseblock A (with respect to G) with A = A 1 , and let B be an essential block such that A is its baseblock. First assume that A ≤ A 1 . From the choice of A 1 it then follows that A 1 and A are incomparable and thus
By definition of a baseblock, there is a K 4 -subdivision K that makes B essential (in G) and that is contained in G ≥A . Then K is still contained in G ′ , and thus still makes B essential in G ′ , which in turn means that A is still a baseblock with respect to G ′ .
Next, assume that A < A 1 . Let A 2 be the ≤-largest baseblock such that A 2 < A 1 . If it exists, let A 3 be the ≤-largest baseblock such that A 3 < A 2 .
Otherwise set A 3 := A 2 . We show that A is still a baseblock in G ′ if A ∈ {A 2 , A 3 }. The choice of A implies A < A 3 . Lemma 11 (iii) implies B ≯ A 3 . Then, with A 2 in the role of A, and A 1 in the role of B ′ , we apply Lemma 11 (i) in order to find a u A2 -x-path in G ≥A2 ∩ G A1 . The path can be extended to a u B -x-path P in G ≥A ∩ G A1 . We follow this by an application of Lemma 9 to B, P and a C that contains G ≥A1 − x. In this way, we find a K 4 -subdivision in G ≥A ∩ G A1 that makes B essential. As a consequence, A is still a baseblock in G ′ .
To conclude, all but at most three of the baseblocks with respect to G (namely all but A 1 , A 2 and A 3 if they exist) are still baseblocks with respect to G ′ . This proves the claim and the lemma.
Knowing that G − x only contains few baseblocks we aim to bound the number of essential blocks that have the same block as their baseblock. This will be done in Lemma 17. For the rest of the section, we call a vertex v ∈ V (B) of a block B a gate of B if v has neighbours outside B. Note that gates are either cutvertices of G − x or neighbours of x. Furthermore, as G is 2-connected by (3), it follows for every gate v of B that there is a v-x-path that is internally disjoint from B.
Lemma 13. Let B be an essential block with exactly two gates u, v, and let P be a set of edge-disjoint u-v-paths contained in B. Then there is a u-v-diamond in B that is edge-disjoint from all but at most five of the paths in P.
Proof. Let K be a K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential. Hence, the unique non-trivial block of K − x lies in B. As B has only two gates, namely u, v, it follows that x must lie on a subdivided edge of the K 4 -subdivision K, which means that K ∩ B =: D is a u-v-diamond. Let s, t be the two vertices of D that are linked by three internally disjoint paths in D. Note that s, t, u, v must be four distinct vertices. We can express D as D = D u ∪ D M ∪ D v where for y ∈ {u, v}, we let D y be the unique tree in D that contains y and that has leaves s, t, and where D M is the s-t-path in D that is separated from u and v by {s, t}.
Note that {s, t} separates any two of D u , D v , D M in B because otherwise we would find a K 4 -subdivision in B ⊆ G − x. In particular, B is the edgedisjoint union of connected subgraphs B u , B v , B M , where, for y ∈ {u, v}, B y is connected and contains y, and where any two of them meet precisely in s, t.
We will construct graphs D
M is a u-v-diamond that is edge-disjoint from all but at most five paths in P. We start with D ′ M . If some path P in P shares an edge with D M , then, as {s, t} separates B M from the rest of B, the path P contains an s-t-subpath sP t ⊆ B M . In this case put
Next, we construct D ′ u in such way that it is edge-disjoint from all but at most two paths of P. The construction of D ′ v is analogous. At least one of the paths in P contains an s-u-subpath that avoids t or a t-u-subpath that avoids s; let us assume the former is the case. Define S as the set of all s-u-subpaths of paths in P such that the subpath avoids t and put S = P ∈S V (P )\{s}. Observe that both S as well as S are non-empty. We also define T as the set of all t-{s, u}-subpaths of paths in P that meet B u − {s, t}. To ensure that T is also non-empty, we add a path P * to T consisting of a single edge between t and a neighbour in B u − {s, t} (such a neighbour exists as D contains one). We point out that every path in P that meets B u − {s, t} is represented by a subpath in S or in T , or both. Put T = P ∈T V (P ) \ {s, t} and observe that T = ∅.
As B u − {s, t} is connected, there is a shortest S-T -path Q in B u − {s, t}. Pick P S ∈ S and P T ∈ T such that both meet Q. (Note that possibly Q consists of a single vertex, e.g. u.) The minimal choice of Q implies that it is edge-disjoint from every P ∈ P. Then P S ∪ Q ∪ P T ⊆ B u is edge-disjoint from all but at most two paths in P (note that this is also the case if P T = P * ). The graph P S ∪ Q ∪ P T contains a ⊆-minimal tree that has leaves s and t and that contains u; we pick this tree as D Proof. For (i), suppose that B 1 and B 2 are incomparable. Then, by Lemma 10 (ii), there is a u B2 -x-path in G ≥B2 ⊆ G B1 , which we can extend to a u B1 -x-path in G ≥B ∩ G B1 . This, however, violates Lemma 11 (ii) (with B 2 in the role of B).
For (ii), suppose that B has three gates, which implies that there are three disjoint B-x-paths in G. Only one of these can start in u B , and only one can pass through u B ′ . Thus, there must be a B-x-path contained in G ≥B ∩ G B ′ . Extending this to a u B ′ -x-path, we obtain a contradiction to Lemma 11 (ii). 
Suppose not, and pick j minimal such that some cycle C ∈ C fails to contain an edge of B j . Since C contains an edge of B = B 1 , it follows that j ≥ 2. Denote by P the u B j−1 -x-subpath of C that is contained in G ≥B j−1 , and observe that P meets B j at most in u B j . Consequently, we find a u B j -x-path in G ≥B j−1 ∩G B j contrary to Lemma 11 (ii) . This proves the claim.
Claim (4) implies that every cycle C 1 , . . . , C k+5 ∈ C passes through every u B j for j = 1, . . . , r. For i = 1, . . . , k + 5 and j = 1, . . . , r − 1, let P j i be the u B j -u B j+1 -subpath of C i that meets B j . We apply Lemma 13 to every block B j for j = 1, . . . , r − 1 with {P j 1 ∩ B j , . . . , P j k+5 ∩ B j } as the set of edge-disjoint paths between the two gates u B j and v B j of B j and obtain a u B j -v B j -diamondD j in B j that is edge-disjoint from all but at most five paths P j i . After renaming the paths P j i , we may assume thatD j is edge-disjoint from P j 6 , . . . , P
. Consider i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and let Q i be the u B r -x-subpath of C i that is edgedisjoint from B 1 , and let R i be the u B 1 -x-subpath of C i that is edge-disjoint from B 1 . We set
i is a K 4 -subdivision, and that any two L i are edge-disjoint. We obtain k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions in this way, which we had excluded in (2) . Thus r = |B| ≤ k.
Let B be an essential block. An edge set F makes B inessential if F meets every K 4 -subdivision that makes B essential. For the proof of the next lemma we use a result of Mader about S-paths:
Theorem 16 (Mader [15] ). Let S be a vertex set in a graph H. Then there are either k edge-disjoint S-paths in H or there is an edge set of size at most 2k − 2 that meets every S-path in H. 
Let Z ′′ denote the set of edges between x and vertices in N i=1 G ≥Bi , and let Z ′ be the set of edges incident with x that are not contained in
We apply the edge-version of Menger's theorem to Y and x in G ′ . Assume first that there are k edge-disjoint Y -x-paths P 1 , . . . , P k in G ′ , where we may assume that P i starts in y i . Then, for i = 1, . . . , k, we apply Lemma 9 with u Bi P i ⊆ G ≥Bi and obtain a K 4 -subdivision that is contained in G ≥Bi ∪ u Bi P i . By (5), these k K 4 -subdivisions are all pairwise edge-disjoint, which we had excluded in (2) .
So, let us treat the case when there is an edge set
Indeed, suppose that e i / ∈ F ′ but there is a B i -x-path P in G − F ′ − Z ′′ . Then, the last edge of P must lie in Z ′ , and the penultimate vertex must lie outside any G ≥Bj . In particular, P passes through u Bi by (5) . As a result, the interior of u Bi P lies outside any G ≥Bj . Thus y i u Bi P is a Y -x-path in G ′ and must be met by F ′ . As e i / ∈ F ′ , it follows that F ′ meets P , which is impossible. Thus, the claim is proved.
Next, we apply Theorem 16 to Y in G ′ . Assume first that the theorem yields
′ , where we may assume that Q i starts in y 2i−1 and ends in y 2i . By Lemma 10 (ii), there is for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} a u B2i -x-path R i contained in G ≥B2i . By (5), the paths R i are pairwise edgedisjoint, and since Q j ⊆ G ′ , the paths R i are also edge-disjoint from every path Q j . Lemma 9 yields for every i ∈ {1, . . . , k} a K 4 -subdivision contained in (5), pairwise edge-disjoint, which contradicts (2) again.
Thus, by Theorem 16, there is an edge set
for every e i ∈ F ′′ there is at most one j with e j / ∈ F ′′ such that
Suppose that there are two such indices j, namely j ′ and j ′′ . Thus, there is a
Denote by J the set of all such j as in (7), and note that |J| ≤ |F
For s ∈ {1, . . . , N }, we define B s as the set of all essential blocks B with baseblock A such that B ≥ B s . The rest of the proof consists of two steps: First, we prove that for all r ∈ I, the set F ′ ∪ F ′′ makes all essential blocks B ∈ B r inessential. Then we prove that for r ∈ I, there are either few essential blocks B ∈ B r or there is a small set of edges that makes all B ∈ B r inessential.
Consider r / ∈ I. That means r / ∈ J and also e r / ∈ F ′ ∪ F ′′ . Let K be a K 4 -subdivision that makes a block B ∈ B r essential (i.e. B ≥ B r ). We show that K contains an edge from F ′ ∪ F ′′ , which means that
Since A < B r it follows from Lemma 11 (i) that K contains a u Br -x-path R in G ≥Br . If the last edge of R, the one incident with x, lies in Z ′ , then R is edge-disjoint from Z ′′ , and thus, by (6), meets F ′ . If, on the other hand, the last edge of R lies in Z ′′ then, by (5), R contains a u Br -u Bi path S for some i = r. The path S lies in G ′ (since the u Bs are cutvertices in G − x). Since the path y r u Br Su Bi y i has to meet F ′′ by definition of F ′′ , it follows that either S and thus R meets F ′′ , in which case we are done, or that F ′′ contains e r = y r u Br (which we had excluded) or that F
′′ contains e i = y i u Bi . The latter, however, is also impossible as this would imply r ∈ J. Therefore, F ′ ∪ F ′′ makes B inessential. We have proved:
Now, consider r ∈ I. First assume that there are k + 5 edge-disjoint cycles each of which meets x and contains an edge of B r . In this case, we apply Lemma 15, obtain |B r | ≤ k and set F r = ∅. Otherwise, there is an edge set F r of size |F r | ≤ k + 5 that separates u Br from x in either G ≥Br or in G Br . Consider some B ∈ B r , and a K 4 -subdivision K that makes B essential. We see with Lemma 10 (ii) and (iii) that K contains a u B -x-path in G ≥B and one in G B . In particular, the union of these two paths must be met by F r .
Thus, we have for r ∈ I, that either there is an edge set F r of size at most k + 5 that makes every B ∈ B r inessential, or |B r | ≤ k. We set
and observe with (9) that F A makes all but |I| · k + 1 ≤ 5k 2 essential blocks with baseblock A inessential (the +1 is due to the fact that A itself might be essential). With (8) we see that the of size F A is at most 3k + 5k
Let F be the union of the F A as in the previous lemma, where we range over all baseblocks A, and denote by B the set of all essential blocks that are not made inessential by F . Then, by Lemma 12 and Lemma 17
Consider a block B ∈ B, i.e. an essential block that is not made inessential by F . Let U B be the set of gates of B. That is, U B is the union of the neighbours of x in B with the set of cutvertices of G−x that lie in B. For each gate u ∈ U B , fix a maximal set P u of edge-disjoint u-x-paths that are internally disjoint from B and a minimal edge set F u that meets every such u-x-path that is internally disjoint from B. By Menger's theorem, we have |P u | = |F u |.
We form a graph G B as follows. Start with G[B ∪ {x}], and for each u ∈ U B , add |P u | many internally disjoint u-x-paths of length 2; let the set of these be P ′ u . We observe that G B satisfies the requirements of Lemma 7: the neighbours of x have degree 2, G B − N GB (x) − x is 2-connected, and every K 4 -subdivision of G B still needs to contain x. Using Lemma 7 we can prove
Proof. Suppose there are k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions in G B . We turn these into K 4 -subdivisions of G by substituting any path in P ′ u , for u ∈ U B , by a distinct path in P u . As G is assumed to have fewer than k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions, by (2), we obtain a contradiction.
Thus, an application of Lemma 7 to G B yields an edge hitting set
. We may assume that Y ′ B is minimal subject to inclusion. As a consequence of minimality, for each u ∈ U B , whenever Y ′ B contains an edge from one of the paths in P 
Suppose there is a K 4 -subdivision K of G that makes B essential but is not met by Y B . In particular, if K has a subdivided edge that leaves B through a vertex u ∈ U B (and then continues on to x), then F u is disjoint from Y B . Thus, we may replace the part of the subdivided edge between u and x by a path in P ′ u , and by doing so for all subdivided edges that leave B through a vertex in U B , we obtain a K 4 -subdivision in G B that is disjoint from Y ′ B , which is impossible.
We may finally finish the proof of the main lemma of this section.
Proof of Lemma 8. In view of Lemma 18, the set
Recalling (10), we see that its size is |Y | ≤ 100k
Nested ear decompositions
To finish the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 4) it remains to prove Lemma 7, which we will do in the course of the next three sections. Before we start, however, we describe a structural tool for series-parallel graphs that was found by Eppstein [8] .
An ear decomposition of a graph G is a sequence E 1 , . . . , E n of non-trivial paths such that
j=1 E j -path for every i = 2, . . . , n.
The paths E i are the ears of the ear decomposition. The ear E 1 is the first ear. The endvertices of the first ear E 1 are the terminals of the ear decomposition.
If E i and E j are ears with i < j such that both endvertices of E j lie in E i and such that no ear E i ′ with i ′ < i contains both endvertices of E j , then E j is nested in E i . If E j is nested in E i , then we write I(E j ) for the subpath of E i between the two endvertices of E j and call it the nest interval of E j .
Figure 1: A nested ear decomposition
Eppstein [8] introduced nested ear decompositions: these are ear decompositions E 1 , . . . , E n such that (i) for every j ∈ {2, . . . , n} there is a i < j such that E j is nested in E i ; and (ii) if E j ′ and E j are both nested in E i , then I(E j ) and I(E j ′ ) are either edge-disjoint or one contains the other.
For the sake of brevity we write NED for nested ear decomposition from now on.
Theorem 19 (Eppstein [8]). A graph with at least one edge is series-parallel with terminals s, t if and only if it admits a NED with terminals s, t.
Whenever we consider a (nested) ear decomposition of a series-parallel graph we will implicitly assume that the terminals of the decomposition and of the graph are the same.
We repeat Lemma 7 here for the reader's convenience:
We fix G as in the lemma throughout the rest of the article. We also define the vertex set X as N G (x) ∪ {x}. Moreover, we note that, as G − X is 2-connected and does not contain any K 4 -subdivision, it follows by Lemma 5 (i) that G − X is series-parallel (with some terminals). In conclusion, we will use the following properties throughout the remainder of this article:
G has a vertex x, the set N (x)∪{x} is X, all vertices in X \ {x} have degree 2, G − X is 2-connected and series-parallel, but G contains a K 4 -subdivision.
For the proof of Lemma 7, we will often work in certain subgraphs H of G such that H − X is series-parallel. To simplify notation somewhat we will say that a E is a NED of H if it is one of H − X (if H − X contains an edge). Let F be an ear of such a NED E of some subgraph H of G (such that H − X is series-parallel with the same terminals as E). Let the endvertices of F be u and v. We define F as the union of F with all (F − {u, v})-x-paths in G of length 2. That is, to form F we start with F , then we add all edges between F − {u, v} and X (together with the corresponding endvertices in X) and finally we add all edges between the newly added vertices in X and x (together with x if we added any edge at all).
An ear F of E is an x-ear if it contains a vertex from N (X) in its interior, or equivalently, if F contains x. The NED E = E 1 , . . . , E n is good if (i) among all NEDs of H the number of x-ears in E is maximal; and (ii) subject to (i) x-ears appear as early as possible, that is, the binary number b 1 . . . b n is maximal, where b i = 1 if E i is an x-ear and b i = 0 otherwise.
In the next lemma we collect some properties of good NEDs.
Lemma 20. Let H ⊆ G be a subgraph such that H − X is series-parallel and contains at least one edge. Let E be a good NED of H, and let E, F be ears of E such that F is nested in E. Then the following holds:
(ii) If F is an x-ear, then so is E.
Proof. Let E = E 1 , . . . , E N , and let E = E i and F = E j , which implies i < j.
(i) Suppose that P contains a vertex from N (X) and that, at the same time, some vertex of the interior of E i lies in N (X)\ V (P ). Let u, v be the endvertices of E j . Form the paths E ′ i = E i uE j vE i and E ′ j = uE i v = I(E j ), and observe that both contain a vertex from N (X) in their respective interiors. Moreover, the sequence
whereÊ j indicates that E j is omitted, is a NED with more x-ears than E, which is impossible.
(ii) Suppose that E j is an x-ear but E i is not. As in (i), form the paths
i contains a vertex of N (X) in its interior. Thus, the x-ears of the NED E ′ from (i) appear earlier than in E, contradicting the choice of E.
If H − X contains an edge, we define the x-ear number of H as the number of x-ears in a good NED of H (by definition the number of x-ears is the same in all good NEDs of H and equals the maximal number of x-ears in any NED of H). If H − X consists of a single vertex, we define the x-ear number of H as 0.
We use the x-ear number of G to distinguish between two major cases in the proof of Lemma 7: If the x-ear number is large, we will always find k edgedisjoint K 4 -subdivisions; if it is small, then both outcomes will still be possible, but we will be able to do an induction on the x-ear number. We first treat the case when the x-ear number is large.
Many x-ears
We prove in this section:
Let H ⊆ G be a subgraph of G such that H − X is series-parallel and let E be a good NED of H. By Lemma 20 (ii) the union of all x-ears in E is a connected graph, i.e. every x-ear except for the first ear is nested in another x-ear. Whether an x-ear is nested in another x-ear or not defines a relation whose transitive closure is a partial order ≤ nest on the x-ears. The first ear is always the unique minimal element in this partial order. If F ≤ nest F ′ holds for two x-ears F and F ′ , the ear F ′ is a ≤ nest -descendant of F . Note that we define the ≤ nest -relation only for x-ears.
Lemma 22. Let F 1 , . . . , F ℓ be x-ears that are nested in an ear E such that all nest intervals are edge-disjoint. Let P be the minimal subpath of E that contains
Proof. We show the statement first for ℓ = 3. The general statement then follows by partitioning F 1 , . . . , F ℓ into groups of three with consecutive nest intervals.
For i = 1, 2, 3, let s i , t i be the endvertices of F i and assume that they appear in the order
Proof. Let F be the set consisting of E and its ≤ nest -descendants. If there is an ear F ∈ F that has three distinct ears F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ∈ F \ {E} nested in F , their nest intervals are either edge-disjoint (Figure 2a) or the nest intervals are nested (Figure 2b) . In the first case we find a K 4 -subdivision with x as branch vertex by Lemma 22. In the second case, let F 2 be the ear with I(F 2 ) ⊆ I(F 1 ). Set C = F 2 ∪ I(F 2 ) and let v be an X-neighbour in the interior of F 1 . Then, there are three C-v-paths that only meet in v, namely one from an X-neighbour in F 2 via x and two from the endvertices of F 2 via I(F 1 ) − I(F 2 ) and F 1 − v. Hence, the union of C and these paths is a K 4 -subdivision.
We therefore may assume that every F ∈ F has at most two ≤ nest -descendants. If there were no ears F 1 , F 2 , F 3 such that F 1 is nested in E, F 2 is nested in F 1 and F 3 is nested in F 2 , then E would have at most six ≤ nest -descendants. Therefore, those ears exist (looks similar as Figure 2c , however some paths there could be trivial) and we can construct a K 4 -subdivision in F 1 ∪ F 2 ∪ F 3 as follows.
Let C = F 2 ∪ I(F 2 ). Let u be a neighbour of X in F 2 and let P 1 be the u-x-path of length 2. Then, there is an endvertex v of F 3 with v = u and let P 2 start in v, follow F 3 until it reaches a neighbour of X in F 3 and then continues via X to x. If I(F 2 ) contains a neighbour of X, let w be this neighbour and P 3 be the w-x-path of length 2. Otherwise, F 1 − I(F 2 ) contains a neighbour of X and we chose w as an endvertex of F 2 closest to this neighbour of X. In this case, we let P 3 start in w, follow F 1 up to this neighbour of X and finally reach x via X. Then, the paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 are C-x-paths that only meet in x and therefore, C ∪ P 1 ∪ P 2 ∪ P 3 is a K 4 -subdivision.
Let E be a good NED of some subgraph H of G. We refine the ≤ nest -relation on the set of x-ears to a relation ≤. We first define the ≤-relation on specific pairs (F, F ′ ) of x-ears, and then take the transitive closure of the relation. For two distinct x-ears F, F
′ of E set Let ≤ denote the partial order obtained from the transitive closure of (12). If
Lemma 24. Let H be a subgraph of G that contains a K 4 -subdivision and such that H − X is series-parallel. Let E be a good NED of H with λ x-ears. Then
Proof. Let E be the first ear in E. Let ℓ = ⌊ If ℓ = 1, the statement holds because H contains at least one K 4 -subdivision, by assumption. Hence, we assume ℓ ≥ 2 and thus, λ ≥ 200 holds. Among all x-ears F that have at least 13 ≤-descendants (the first ear E is one of them), let E * be a ≤-maximal one. As a result, every ≤-descendant of E * has at most 12 ≤-descendants itself.
If E * has at least 78ℓ ≤-descendants, then it has at least 6ℓ immediate ≤-descendants of E * (those F such that E * < F ′ ≤ F implies F ′ = F ) because every immediate ≤-descendant has at most 12 ≤-descendants itself. If at least 3ℓ of the immediate ≤-descendants of E * are nested in E * , set E ′ := E * . If not, then let E ′ be the ear in which E * is nested. Then there must be at least 3ℓ immediate ≤-descendants of E * that are nested in E ′ . In both cases, as they are immediate ≤-descendants of E * , their nest intervals have to be edge-disjoint. We can apply Lemma 22 and obtain ℓ edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions in H. Thus, we may assume that E * has fewer than 78ℓ ≤-descendants.
Next, consider the case when E * has at least seven ≤ nest -descendants. Define E 1 as the subsequence of E of all F ∈ E with F ≥ nest E * , and E 2 as the subsequence of those ears F ∈ E with F ≥ nest E * . Define edge-disjoint subgraphs H 1 , H 2 of H as H i = F ∈Ei F for i = 1, 2. Note that E i is a NED of H i for i = 1, 2. We check that both subgraphs contain a K 4 -subdivision. By Lemma 23, H 1 contains a K 4 -subdivision. The number of x-ears of E that are contained in H 2 is at least
because E contains at least 200(ℓ − 1) x-ears and E * has at most 78ℓ ≤-descendants and ℓ ≥ 2. Thus, the first ear of E 2 has at least seven ≤-descendants (in E 2 ) and these are even ≤ nest -descendants because it is the first ear. By Lemma 23, H 2 contains a K 4 -subdivision, as well.
We
Again, the x-ear numbers λ 1 and λ 2 of H 1 and H 2 are at least the number of x-ears in E 1 resp. E 2 . Since E * was chosen to have at least 13 ≤-descendants, and since it has, in this case, at most six ≤ nest -descendants, it follows that E 1 contains I(E * ) as first ear and at least seven x-ears from E. These x-ears are ≤ nest -descendants of I(E * ) in E 1 . Furthermore, as E * contains fewer than 78ℓ ≤-descendants, the sequence E 1 contains fewer than 78ℓ x-ears from E. Together with I(E * ) as new x-ear in E 1 , we have λ 1 ≤ 78ℓ. Every x-ear of E \ {E * , E ′ } appears either in E 1 or E 2 . Thus, E 2 contains at least 200(ℓ − 1) − (78ℓ − 1) − 2 = 122ℓ − 201 ≥ 43 x-ears from E where we used ℓ ≥ 2. Hence, both E 1 and E 2 contain at least seven ≤ nest -descendants of their respective first ear, and Lemma 23 shows that both subgraphs H 1 and H 2 contain a K 4 -subdivision.
Every x-ear of E except for E * and E ′ appears either in E 1 or E 2 . We lose the two x-ears E * and E ′ and gain the new x-ear E ′′ . The other new ear, I(E * ), however, is not necessarily an x-ear. Thus λ 1 + λ 2 ≥ λ − 1.
We prove that nevertheless We finally observe that, because G contains a K 4 -subdivision by (11), Lemma 21 is a special case of Lemma 24, which means that it is proved as well. In particular, we may from now on assume that the x-ear number of G is smaller than 200k.
Few x-ears
In the previous section we saw that the x-ear number of G is smaller than 200k. We will next find a hitting set for K 4 -subdivisions whose size is bounded by some function in the x-ear number λ. We construct the hitting set by induction on λ, which means we will need to decompose the graph into parts with smaller x-ear number.
Recall that G is fixed and satisfies (11) . The main lemma in this section is the following.
Lemma 25. Let λ be the x-ear number of G, and let k be a positive integer. Then G either contains k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions or G has an edge hitting set of size O(λk 3 ).
With Lemma 25 we can finally prove Lemma 7.
Proof of Lemma
The proof of Lemma 25 will occupy the rest of the article. In the next section we investigate how the x-ear number relates to the natural decomposition of G − X as a series-parallel graph. In Section 6.2, we take a short detour and discuss two configurations that will play a role in the hardest case of the induction. In Section 6.3 we look at the traces of K 4 -subdivisions in an arbitrary part of the decomposition of G − X.
Parts and ears
Let H be a subgraph of G − x. Any vertex in H that is incident with an edge e ∈ E(G − x) \ E(H) is a terminal of H. If H = G − x, then H contains no such vertices but by (11) , there are two vertices s, t such that G − x is series-parallel with terminals s, t. Then, we use s, t as terminals of H = G − x.
The graph H is a part (of G) if it has at most two terminals. This means that a part H with terminals s, t is an induced subgraph except for possibly the edge st, which may be a chord of H. A part H is trivial if H − X consists of a single vertex (the terminal). Two parts H 1 , H 2 are internally disjoint if H 1 and H 2 meet at most in their terminals and have no common edge. Using the facts that G − x is connected and G − X is 2-connected from (11) we deduct A part is a connected graph, it has at least one terminal and the only parts with exactly one terminal are trivial parts.
Mimicking the notions of series-parallel graphs, we define series and parallel decomposition for parts as well. Let H be a part with terminals s, t, and let H 1 , H 2 be parts, too. Then H = H 1 ∪ H 2 is a series decomposition of H into parts if H 1 and H 2 are internally disjoint and have a common terminal w such that H 1 has s, w as terminals and H 2 has w, t as terminals. Note that we explicitly allow H 1 or H 2 (or both) to be trivial parts, which entails s = w or w = t.
We say that H = H 1 ∪ H 2 is a parallel decomposition of H into parts if H 1 and H 2 are internally disjoint and both have s, t as terminals.
A part H with terminals s, t is substantial if it contains a vertex in X that is adjacent to a vertex in H − {s, t}. In particular, H − X must contain more than a single edge. A part B ⊆ H is a block-part of H if B − X is a block of H.
Lemma 26. If H is a part with terminals s, t, then H − X is series-parallel with terminals s, t.
Proof. If H − X is a single vertex s = t or a single edge st, it is trivially series-parallel with terminals s, t.
If H = G − x, then the definition of the terminals of H imply the statement of the lemma. We therefore assume that H G − x.
Let s, t be the terminals of H and let H ′ := (H − X) + st. Assume that H ′ is not 2-connected and let v be a cutvertex in H ′ . In H ′ − v, the adjacent vertices s and t belong to the same component and are separated by v from some other component F . As {s, t} separates H −X from G−H −X, the vertex v separates F from the rest of G − X. This, however, contradicts the fact that G − X is 2-connected, by (11) . We conclude that H ′ is 2-connected.
Assume that H ′ contains a K 4 -subdivision K. If H ′ = H, the graph G− x H would contain one as well which contradicts (11). If H ′ = H, the fact that G − x is 2-connected by (11) and {s, t} separates H from G − E(H) imply that there is an s-t-path P in G − x that is internally disjoint from H. Replacing the edge st in K by P yields a K 4 -subdivision in G − x which is a contradiction to (11) . We conclude that H ′ contains no K 4 -subdivision.
Thus, by Lemma 5 (i), it follows that H ′ with terminals s, t is series-parallel with terminals s, t because st is an edge in H ′ . Obviously, then also H − X = H ′ − st is series-parallel with terminals s, t.
Let H be a part such that H − X contains an edge. By Lemma 26 and Theorem 19, H − X has a (good) NED. As mentioned in Section 4, we also say that H has a NED E if it is one of H −X. Let H = H 1 ∪H 2 be a series or parallel decomposition into parts H 1 and H 2 . Given a good NED E = (E 1 , . . . , E n ) of H, we define an induced NED E j of H j as the subsequence of E 1 ∩ H j , . . . , E n ∩ H j of all E i ∩ H j that are non-trivial paths. The NEDs E j do not have to be good. We define the E-induced x-ear number as the number of x-ears in E j . Note that H i is substantial if and only if its induced x-ear number is at least 1.
Lemma 27. Let H be a part with terminals s, t and x-ear number λ. If there is an s-t-path P in H that does not contain any vertex from N (X) in its interior, then there is a NED E of H with λ x-ears that has P as first ear.
Proof. Among all NEDs of H with λ x-ears choose a NED E 1 , . . . , E m such that the largest r such that E r contains an edge of P is as small as possible.
Let Q be a maximal subpath of E r with Q ⊆ P , and suppose that Q = E r . Then Q has an endvertex u that is not an endvertex of E r . Moreover, u / ∈ {s, t} as u is an internal vertex of E r . Thus, u is incident with an edge of P outside E r , which then already belongs to r−1 ℓ=1 E ℓ by choice of r. On the other hand, this edge is incident with an inner vertex of E r , which implies that it belongs to an ear nested in E r . Therefore, the edge cannot be contained in
Because of this contradiction, we deduce that
Suppose that r ≥ 2. Let u, v be the endvertices of E r , and let E r be nested in E q . Then omitting E r from the sequence E 1 , . . . , E q−1 , E q uP vE q , uE q v, E q+1 , . . . , E m results in a NED of H.
Observe that the number of x-ears does not decrease as uP v = E r is not an x-ear by assumption. If uE q v is edge-disjoint from P , we immediately obtain a contradiction to the minimal choice of r. Thus, assume that uE q v contains an edge from P . As E r ⊆ P has endvertices u, v and P does not contain a cycle, it follows that uE q v contains an internal vertex that is incident with an edge e that lies in P but outside E q . Then, e must lie in an ear E p with p > q. Since e lies in P we also get p < r. Thus, q < p < r, i.e. q + 1 < r. In the NED above, the last edge of P appears in the (q + 1)th ear, which again contradicts the choice of r. Thus, r = 1.
As E 1 has endvertices s and t, the same as P , we get P = E 1 from (14).
The next lemma describes how x-ear numbers behave in series or parallel decompositions in relation to the x-ear number of the original part. We will use it in Section 6.4.
Let H be a part with terminals s, t, and let B be a block-part of H with terminals a, b, where we assume that there is an s-a path in H that is internally disjoint from B. Then we define L B , R B ⊆ H as the parts that are internally disjoint from B such that L B has terminals {s, a}, R B has terminals {b, t} and such that H = L B ∪ B ∪ R B .
Lemma 29. Let H be a part with x-ear number λ, and let H = H 1 ∪ H 2 be a series or parallel decomposition into parts H 1 , H 2 . Let λ 1 and λ 2 be the respective x-ear numbers of H 1 and H 2 . Proof. Given a good NED E = (E 1 , . . . , E r ) of H, let λ E j be the E-induced xear number of H j , while λ j is the x-ear number of H j . By Lemma 28, the two numbers are equal. However, the distinction between these two meanings makes this proof clearer to understand.
Assume first that H 1 ∪ H 2 is a parallel decomposition. Then every ear of E 1 , . . . , E r lies either in H 1 or in H 2 . Consequently, λ = λ Let us prove (ii) now. As both parts H 1 and H 2 contain a substantial blockpart, we have λ 1 , λ 2 ≥ 1. Let us first treat the case that E 1 ∩ H j is an x-ear for at most one j ∈ {1, 2}. Then, no x-ear of E is counted twice in the sum λ
and therefore, using Lemma 28, we get λ 1 + λ 2 ≤ λ. Using λ 1 , λ 2 ≥ 1 we also conclude λ 1 , λ 2 ≤ λ − 1.
Second, we treat the case when both E 1 ∩ H 1 and E 1 ∩ H 2 are x-ears. No x-ear of E except for E 1 is counted twice in λ E 1 + λ E 2 , so again by Lemma 28 we have λ 1 + λ 2 ≤ λ + 1. It remains to prove λ 1 , λ 2 ≥ 2. Suppose λ 1 = 1. Then, the induced NED E ′ 1 of H 1 has only one x-ear, namely E 1 ∩ H 1 . However, as H 1 contains a substantial block-part B, there must be vertex b in B that is not a terminal and that is adjacent to a vertex in X. As E ′ 1 has a unique x-ear, that vertex b lies in the interior of E 1 ∩ H 1 . Since B is a block-part, there is, moreover, some ear E i that is nested on E 1 such that b lies in the interior of its nest interval I(E i ). Note that E i cannot be an x-ear.
From Lemma 20 (i) we get that the interior of I(E i ) must contain all neighbours of X that are contained in the interior of E 1 . This, however, is impossible as E 1 ∩ H 2 is an x-ear, too. We have proved (ii).
At last consider the situation in (iii). Suppose that E 1 ∩ B is an x-ear, i.e. it contains a neighbour of X in its interior. In particular, it follows that E 1 ∩ B ⊆ B 1 . Let a, b be the terminals of B. Observe that E contains an ear F with endvertices a, b that is contained in B 2 . Then, as B 2 is not substantial, the ear F is not an x-ear. Moreover, F is nested on E 1 since E 1 passes through a and b. Note that, since at least one of L B − s and R B − t contains a neighbour of X and since neither L B nor R B contains a substantial block-part it follows that the interior of E 1 contains a neighbour of X outside B − {a, b}. If we apply Lemma 20 (i) to E 1 and F , we obtain, however, a contradiction, since E 1 ∩ B is supposed to contain a neighbour of X as well in its interior. Thus E 1 ∩ B is not an x-ear.
As a consequence, the induced NED of B, of which E 1 ∩B is an ear, contains at least one x-ear less than E (we lose the first ear as x-ear). With Lemma 28, we obtain λ B ≤ λ − 1. As, by assumption, B is substantial, we have, on the other hand, λ B ≥ 1, which implies λ ≥ 2.
Ladders and fans
A well-connected ladder is a subgraph H of G − x that is the union of internally disjoint non-trivial parts Q 1 , . . . , Q 3k+2 , R 1 , . . . , R 3k+2 , S 1 . . . , S 3k+3 such that
• there are distinct vertices s 1 , . . . , s 3k+3 , t 1 , . . . , t 3k+3 such that for i = 1, . . . , 3k + 2 the terminals of Q i are s i and s i+1 , the terminals of R i are t i and t i+1 , and such that for i = 1, . . . , 3k + 3 the terminals of S i are s i and t i ;
• there are a ∈ {s 1 , t 1 }, b ∈ {s 3k+3 , t 3k+3 } and 8k edge-disjoint a-b-paths in H, there are k edge-disjoint a-x-paths that meet H at most in {s 1 , t 1 } and there are k edge-disjoint b-x-paths that meet H at most in {s 3k+3 , t 3k+3 }.
We define a second structure that is very similar. For later use, we keep the definition a bit more flexible, though.
A fan-graph is a subgraph H of G − x that is the union of internally disjoint non-trivial parts Q 1 , . . . , Q ℓ , S 1 , . . . , S ℓ+1 such that there are distinct vertices s 1 , . . . , s ℓ+1 , t such that for i = 1, . . . , ℓ the terminals of Q i are s i and s i+1 , and such that for i = 1, . . . , ℓ + 1 the terminals of S i are s i and t. The integer ℓ is the size of the fan-graph and we call s 1 , s ℓ+1 , t the terminals of the fan-graph.
The fan-graph H is a well-connected fan if the size of H is ℓ = 3k, and if there are 6k edge-disjoint s 1 -s 3k+1 -paths in H − t, and for each c ∈ {s 1 , s 3k+1 } there are k edge-disjoint c-x-paths in G that are internally disjoint from H.
Lemma 30. If G contains a well-connected ladder or a well-connected fan, then
Proof. First assume that G contains a well-connected ladder H consisting of parts Q 1 , . . . , Q 3k+1 , R 1 , . . . , R 3k+1 , S 1 . . . , S 3k+2 . Let a ∈ {s 1 , t 1 }, b ∈ {s 3k+2 , t 3k+2 } such that H contains 8k edge-disjoint a-b-paths P.
For each i = 0, . . . , k − 1 pick in each of the parts Q 3i+2 , Q 3i+3 , R 3i+2 , R 3i+3 , S 3i+2 , S 3i+3 , S 3i+4 a path between the respective terminals and denote their union by L i+1 . Choose L i+1 in such a way such that L i+1 contains edges from at most seven distinct paths in P. Then L 1 , . . . , L k are pairwise edge-disjoint, no L i contains any vertex of s 1 , t 1 , s 3k+2 , t 3k+2 as the parts S 1 , Q 1 , R 1 , S 3k+2 , Q 3k+1 , R 3k+1 are never used for any L i . Furthermore, in P there are still at least k paths that are also edge-disjoint from L 1 , . . . , L k ; denote these paths by P 1 , . . . , P k .
Let L ′ i be the union of L i with the initial segment of P i from a to L i and with the terminal segment from L i to b. In particular, the graphs L ′ 1 , . . . , L ′ k are still pairwise edge-disjoint. By definition of a well-connected ladder, there are furthermore k edge-disjoint a-x-paths P a that meet H only in {s 1 , t 1 } and k edge-disjoint b-x-paths P b that meet H only in {s 3k+3 , t 3k+3 }. Hence, no path in P a or P b meets any L i . Note that also no path in P a may meet any path in P b outside x since otherwise G − x would contain a K 4 -subdivision, which contradicts (11) . Thus, each L ′ i together with a distinct path in P a and a distinct path P b yields a K 4 -subdivision, and all of these are pairwise edge-disjoint.
We omit the proof for well-connected fans as it is very similar.
We will apply the lemma in the proof of Lemma 49.
Modules
Let H be a part. A non-empty subgraph M ⊆ H is a module of H if there is a K 4 -subdivision K such that M is obtained from K ∩ H by deleting isolated vertices. (Deleting isolated vertices is merely a matter of convenience: it helps to reduce the number of of possible types of modules.) Although there are infinitely many possible modules we will prove that they can be classified into only finitely many types of them, the blueprints. The aim of this subsection is to define blueprints, to prove that every module has a blueprint and to investigate how modules of a part H behave in a series or parallel decomposition.
A labelled graph is a graph in which some of the vertices are endowed with a label from some alphabet Σ (while other vertices remain unlabelled). We only use the labels s, t and x. We fix a set of labelled graphs that we call basic blueprints. These are the labelled graphs in Figure 3 , as well as some more graphs obtained from them: namely, we also allow to contract any dashed edge of a graph in Figure 3 , where we require that the resulting vertex receives the label of the labelled endvertex of the contracted edge. For instance, the labelled graph in Figure 4 (a) is obtained from (h) in Figure 3 by contracting the unique dashed edge. Moreover, we allow that the labels s and t are exchanged. That means, for instance, that an edge with endvertices labelled t and x is a basic blueprint, too. A blueprint is either a basic blueprint, or it is derived from a basic blueprint B as follows: for each label α ∈ {s, t} that does not appear in B we may either label an unlabelled vertex with α, or we may subdivide an edge and label the resulting subdividing vertex with α, or we may choose to omit α. (That is, if both labels s and t are missing, we may add one or both of the missing labels.) In this case, we say that α is an accidental label of the blueprint. As an example, consider Figure 4 where we derive four more blueprints from basic blueprint (a) by introducing an accidental label (t here).
Let H be a part with terminals s, t (where we think of s as the first terminal, and t as the second terminal, i.e. the order of the terminals matters) and let B be a blueprint. We say that a subgraph M ⊆ H (that is usually, but not necessarily, a module) has blueprint B if M is a subdivision of B such that any branch vertex of M that has label x in B lies in X, and such that a vertex of M is equal to s (resp. to t) if and only if it is a branch vertex that is labelled with s (resp. t) in B. If the blueprint B contains s or t as an accidental label, then M uses s, resp. t, accidentally.
We will show in the next lemma that every module has a blueprint. To talk more easily about the different kinds of modules, we give names to most of them. Let M be a subgraph of some part that has blueprint B. If B was obtained from basic blueprint (a) in Figure 3 , then M is an appendix. If B came from (b), Figure 4 : We obtain four more blueprints from the basic blueprint (a) by accidental use of t then M is a double appendix, if B came from one of (c)-(f), then M is a comb, and it is a 0-, 1-, 2-or 3-comb depending on the number of vertices from X it contains. Finally, if B arose from one of (m)-(o), it is a rooted diamond.
Lemma 31. Every module of a part has a blueprint.
Proof. Let M be a module of a part H, and let K be a K 4 -subdivision such that M is obtained from H ∩ K by deleting isolated vertices. If s, t are the terminals of H, then there is a smallest set S ⊆ {s, t} such that S ∪ (H ∩ X) separates M from x in K. Figure 5 shows schematically how M may be situated with respect to H if x is a branch vertex of K, and Figure 6 does the same if x is a subdividing vertex. In the figures, M and thus H may be either represented by the gray area, or by everything outside the gray area (except for the terminals). The different cases arise from the different locations of S with respect to M , where we have omitted terminals outside S that meet M from the drawing -their inclusion would multiply the number of configurations considerably. Moreover, if only one of s, t lies in S then, by symmetry, we assume that it is s ∈ S. There is a final simplification in the drawings: s, t are always shown as subdividing vertices in K but they may obviously be branch vertices. Thus, the figures should be understood so that each terminal might move to the closest branch vertex. The reader might want to check that we have covered all possible configurations: here, we note that in Figure 6 it is not possible that s, t separates the two vertices in M ∩ V (X) from the rest of M as this would contradict Lemma 5 (ii). Now, if S = {s, t} ∩ V (K), then contracting edges in M we arrive at the basic blueprints as indicated in the figures. If not, then the terminals in ({s, t} ∩ V (K)) \ S will appear as accidental terminals.
We also fix an observation that is immediate from the definition of a module:
Lemma 32. Let H be a part, let H ′ ⊆ H be a part and let M be a module of Lemma 33. Let H be a part with terminals s, t, let M be a module of H, and let P ⊆ M be a path such that no interior vertex lies in {s, t} ∪ X or has degree 3 or larger in M . Let P ′ ⊆ H be a path between the endvertices of P that is internally disjoint from M − P and also from {s, t}. Then replacing P by P ′ in M results in a module M ′ of H that has the same blueprint as M .
Proof. Let K be a K 4 -subdivision such that M arises from K ∩ H by deleting isolated vertices. Then, if we replace P by P ′ in K, we obviously obtain a K 4 -subdivision K ′ . (Here it matters that P ′ is internally disjoint from M − P and from {s, t}.) As M ′ is equal to K ′ ∩ H, up to isolated vertices, we see that M ′ is a module. That M and M ′ have the same blueprint follows from the fact that K and K ′ differ only in the interior of a subdivided edge, and only along a path inside H that avoids its terminals. Consider an edge uv in B ′ 1 . Since M 1 is a subdivision of B ′ 1 it contains a subdivided edge between u * and v * , i.e. a u * -v * -path P whose internal vertices all have degree 2 in M 1 . Moreover, as each vertex in {s 2 , t 2 }∩V (M 1 ) is a branch vertex of M 1 , it follows that P ⊆ H 2 or P ⊆ H 2 . In the latter case, it follows that
, and we see that P is a subdivided edge between ϕ 1 (u * ) and
If, on the other hand, P ⊆ H 2 , then P is a subdivided edge between the two branch vertices u * and v
anthen also in M and
is a module of H with the same blueprint as M .
Proof. (i) follows directly from Lemma 32. (ii) follows from two applications of Lemma 34 (i).
If M is a module with a blueprint that is derived from basic blueprints (f), (j), (k), (l) or (o), M is called an exceptional module. A look at the blueprints shows that an exceptional module in a part H with terminals s, t contains two disjoint {s, t}-X-paths.
In the next two lemmas we make two observations about exceptional and unexceptional modules that will become important much later, in Lemma 49.
A module M of a part H is hit by an edge set F ⊆ E(G) if every K 4 -subdivision K with E(K ∩ H) = E(M ) meets F . In particular, if F meets M then it hits it. There are other ways, however, how F can hit M : Lemma 36. Let H be a part with terminals s, t, and let M be an unexceptional module of H. Let y ∈ {s, t} be used non-accidentally in M . If F ⊆ E(G) meets every y-x-path that is internally disjoint from H − {s, t} then F hits M .
Proof. Let K be a K 4 -subdivision such that M is obtained from K ∩ H by deleting isolated vertices. By checking the list of blueprints of unexceptional modules, see in particular Figures 5 and 6 , we see that K − (M − {s, t}) is connected and contains x.
Lemma 37. Let H be a part with terminals s, t and H 2 ⊆ H be a part with terminals s ′ , t ′ . Let H 1 be a subgraph of H such that H is the edge-disjoint union of H 1 and H 2 , and
Proof. The vertices s ′ , t ′ separate s, t from X in M as H 1 does not contain any vertex of X. Considering Figure 3 , we see that this immediately implies that M ∩ H 1 is the disjoint union of two {s, t}-{s ′ , t ′ }-paths, unless the blueprint of M is derived from (l) or (o). If, in that case, M ∩ H 1 is not as desired, then we find ourselves in the situation as shown in Figure 7 . Since every part
Obtaining an s-t-diamond in the proof of Lemma 37.
is connected by (13) , there is an s
A part H is simple if it is disjoint from X or if it is trivial, i.e. if H − X consists of a single vertex.
Lemma 38. Let H be a simple part, and let M be a module of H. Then M is either a path between the terminals of H or it is an edge between the terminal of H and a vertex in X.
In particular, H has a hit-or-miss set of size at most k−1.
Proof. If H is disjoint from X, then, by consulting the list of basic blueprints in Figure 3 , we see that the only possible modules of H are paths between the terminals of H. If it is possible to separate the terminals with at most k − 1 edges, then such an edge set is a hit-or-miss set; otherwise the empty set is a hit-or-miss set.
If H − X consists of a single vertex s, then H is a star with centre s and all leaves in X. If H has at least k vertices in X, then the empty set is a hit-or-miss set; otherwise E(H) is a hit-or-miss set.
Lemma 39. Let M be a module of a part H. If H has no substantial block-part, then M is either a comb, an appendix or a double appendix.
Proof. Any neighbour of X in H is either a cutvertex of H − X, or a terminal of X. Therefore, there is a sequence B 1 , . . . , B ℓ of edge-disjoint subgraphs of H such that H = ℓ i=1 B i is an iterated series decomposition of parts, and such that every B i is either a block of H (and then disjoint from X), or a star whose centre is a cutvertex of H − X and whose leaves lie in X. In other words, every B i is a simple part. It follows from Lemma 38 that each B i ∩ M is a path. Consequently, M − X is a forest, and a look at the basic blueprints in Figure 3 confirms that M must be a comb, an appendix or a double appendix.
Ear induction
We start with a tool with which we can inductively construct hit-or-miss sets. Proof. Let M be a module of H that is not hit by
the fact that the hit-or-miss set F i for H i does not hit M implies that there are k edge-disjoint modules of H i that have the same blueprint as M . They are also modules of H of the same blueprint as M .
Therefore we may assume that M contains an edge of both, H 1 and H 2 . Let H be a part with terminals s = t, and let B be a block-part of H. As defined in Section 6.1, we use L B and R B to decompose H = L B ∪ B ∪ R B twice in series into edge-disjoint parts. Moreover, we say that H has Note that if the x-ear number λ of H is 0, then H is type I and λ = 1 implies that H is type I or V. Define
The following lemma is the main lemma in this section.
Lemma 41. Let H be a part with x-ear number λ. Then there is a hit-ormiss set F for H such that |F | ≤ f * (k, λ) if H has type I-IV and such that
Before we prove the lemma, let us first show how we can finish the proof of Lemma 25 with it.
Proof of Lemma 25. Let λ be the x-ear number of G. By Lemma 41 there is a hit-or-miss set Y for the part G − x of size at most 2000λk 3 . If Y meets every K 4 -subdivision of G, then we are done. So, let K be a K 4 -subdivision in G − Y . Then K − x is a module of G − x (either with a blueprint as in Figure 3 (g) , or a rooted diamond with blueprint as in (m)) that is not hit by Y . Therefore, there are k edge-disjoint modules that have the same blueprint as K − x and thus, as the vertices in X have degree 2, these can be completed to k edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions.
We start with the proof of Lemma 41, the final piece in the proof of the main theorem. We proceed by induction on λ and treat each type of H in a separate lemma. In the first lemma we deal with the base case, when the x-ear number of H is 0.
Lemma 42. Let H be a part of type I. Then there is a hit-or-miss set
Proof. Let s, t be the terminals of H. Note that, by Lemma 39, any non-trivial module of H is a comb, an appendix or a double appendix (modules of blueprints (a)-(f) in Figure 3 ). Assume first that there is an edge set F 1 of size |F 1 | < k that separates s from t in H. Then F 1 hits any comb of H, as well as any appendix that contains both terminals (one of them accidentally). Thus, the only modules we still need to consider are appendices that do not accidentally contain the other terminal as well as double appendices.
If there is a set of at most k − 1 edges separating s from X in H − F 1 , then denote the set by F 2 ; otherwise put F 2 = ∅. Define F 3 for t in the analogous way. Then either F = F 1 ∪ F 2 ∪ F 3 hits every s-X-path in H or there are k edge-disjoint ones, and the same holds for t-X-paths. Assume that there is an s-appendix M in H (i.e. a K 4 -subdivision K meets H exactly in an s-X-path). Then, Lemma 34 (ii) shows that every other s-X-path in H (that does not contain t accidentally) is a module (an s-appendix). Thus, there are k edge-disjoint s-appendices in H. The same holds for t instead of s.
Consider a double appendix M of H that is not hit by F . By the choice of F , there must be k edge-disjoint s-X-paths in H −F 1 and also k edge-disjoint t-Xpaths in H − F 1 , and none of the s-X-paths can meet any of the the t-X-paths as F 1 separates s from t in H. The union of any s-X-path and any t-X-path is a double appendix by Lemma 34 (ii). Hence, H contains k edge-disjoint double appendices. Thus F is a hit-or-miss set for H of size |F | ≤ 3k.
Second assume that there are k edge-disjoint s-t-paths in H. Recall that every neighbour of X in H is a cutvertex of H or a terminal and therefore there is an s-t-path in H that contains every neighbour of X. If H contains at least 3k + 2 neighbours of X, we let F consist of all edges between s and X if there are at most k − 1 of them and of all t-X-edges if there are at most k − 1 of them; otherwise we set F = ∅. Then, F has size at most 2k and we claim that F is a hit-or-miss set in this case.
As H contains 3k neighbours of X which are not adjacent to s or t, the graph H contains k edge-disjoint subdivisions of the blueprint (f) in Figure 3 in which the terminals each have degree 1 (neither of the dashed edges is contracted) and by Lemma 34 (ii) they are 3-combs if there is any 3-comb in H. Any such 3-comb contains any module of blueprint (a)-(f) where the dashed edges are not contracted if there is at least one such module in H (again by Lemma 34 (ii)).
Any other module in H thus contains an {s, t}-x-edge and is either hit by F or we find k such edges. Let B be any blueprint of (a)-(f) where (some or all of) the dashed edges are contracted and such that H contains a module of blueprint B. Then, any 3-comb together with an s-x-edge and/or a t-x-edge contains another module of blueprint B.
Therefore, we may assume that H − X has at most 3k + 1 vertices that have a neighbour in X ∩ V (H). Let the set of these be v 1 , . . . , v ℓ , and assume them to be enumerated in the order they appear on an s-t-path R in H. For each v i , let P i be the simple part consisting of v i and its neighbours in X ∩ V (H) together with the edges between them. For i = 1, . . . , ℓ − 1, let Q i be the union of all blocks in H − X that share an edge with v i Rv i+1 . Then Q i is a simple part, too, and
Q i is an iterated series decomposition into simple parts. (Note that G − X is 2-connected, by (11) .) By Lemma 38, there is a hit-or-miss set of size at most k − 1 in each of these simple parts, and by Lemma 40 their union F is a hit-or-miss set of H, which then has size
The proofs for types II and IV need similar calculations that are extracted in the following lemma.
Lemma 43. Let λ 1 , λ 2 , λ be non-negative integers. Let λ i < λ and either 2 ≤ λ i and
Proof. Assume first that λ 1 , λ 2 ≥ 2. Then:
Second, assume that one of λ 1 , λ 2 is at most one, and that the other is at least 2. Then, by assumption, 3 ≤ λ 1 + λ 2 ≤ λ. Thus
Finally, assume that λ 1 , λ 2 ≤ 1. Then
Note that λ ≥ 2, by assumption. 
is a hit-or-miss set for H, by Lemma 40, of size
by Lemma 43.
Lemma 45. Let H be a part with x-ear number λ of type III. Then there is a hit-or-miss set F for H of size |F | ≤ f * (λ, k).
Proof. Let B the unique substantial block-part of H and let L B , R B be defined as before. We can apply Lemma 29 (iii) and get λ B ≤ λ−1 and λ ≥ 2. Induction yields a hit-or-miss set
As B is the unique substantial block-part, it follows that L B , R B are of type I. Thus, by Lemma 42, we obtain hit-or-miss sets
2 . By Lemma 40, the union
Lemma 46. Let H be a part with x-ear number λ of type IV. Then there is a hit-or-miss set
Proof. Let B be the unique substantial block-part of H. Then L B and R B do not contain any substantial block-parts. By Lemma 42, there are thus hit-ormiss sets F L and F R for L B and R B such that |F L |, |F R | ≤ 6k 2 . Below we will find a hit-or-miss set F B for B of size at most |F B | ≤ f * (λ, k) − 12k 2 . Then, by two applications of Lemma 40 we see that F L ∪ F B ∪ F R is a hit-or-miss set for H of size at most f * (λ, k).
So, let us construct F B . Denote the x-ear number of B by λ B and observe that λ B ≤ λ as B ⊆ H. By assumption, there is a parallel decomposition B = B 1 ∪ B 2 of B into parts B 1 and B 2 such that the respective x-ear numbers λ 1 , λ 2 are positive. By Lemma 29 (i), it follows that 2 ≤ λ 1 + λ 2 ≤ λ B ≤ λ. In particular, we have λ 1 , λ 2 < λ, which means by induction we find a hit-or-miss set F 1 for B 1 , and a hit-or-miss set F 2 for B 2 such that |F 1 | ≤ f (λ 1 , k) and |F 2 | ≤ f (λ 2 , k). Put F B = F 1 ∪ F 2 , and observe that it is a hit-or-miss set for H, by Lemma 40. Now, we can apply Lemma 43 to λ 1 , λ 2 , λ and obtain
Unfortunately, the last case, type V, needs a bit more work and we will need to prove two more lemmas first. The reader might notice that exceptional modules are excluded within the next two lemmas. The first reason lies in the difference between exceptional and unexceptional modules that is explained in Lemma 36 and the second reason in the fact, that a hit-or-miss set for exceptional modules in type V can be easily constructed using Lemma 37 and therefore, we do not have to care about them.
We first define simple pseudo-parts as a generalization of simple parts (compare Lemma 38) and then, the next lemma plays the same role for simple pseudo-parts as Lemma 38 does for simple parts. Note that when we speakK ∩ H ′ by deleting isolated vertices. As M is a rooted diamond, K contains a q 1 -x-path and q 2 -x-path that are edge-disjoint from H ′ . Since F does not hit M and since thus the ends of Q 1 , Q 2 outside H ′ cannot be separated from x and since H ′ is of x-type, it follows that {q 1 , q 2 } = {s Second, suppose there is a vertex v in M ∩ H ′ that has degree 3 in M and at least degree 2 in H ′ . If M is not a rooted diamond then it contains three internally disjoint paths from v to three vertices in {s, t} ∪ X such that none of these is separated by F from x in G − E(H ′ ). In particular, there are also three internally disjoint paths from v to {s Therefore, the unique component P of M ∩ H ′ that contains an edge is either a path or a cycle. If P is a cycle, however, then we see by inspecting the blueprints that P must contain a vertex that has degree 3 in M , which we already had excluded. Thus we have shown (18) . Now let us define F ′ . First assume that H ′ is of x-type. In particular, for any module M as in (18) the path P is an s ′ -t ′ -path that may pass through w ′ . Indeed, P cannot start or end in w ′ as F separates w ′ from x in G − E(H ′ ). If it is possible to separate s ′ from t ′ in H ′ − w ′ by at most k edges, then let F 1 be such an edge set; otherwise set F 1 = ∅. If it is possible to separate s
where D is as in the definition of a simple pseudo-part) by at most k edges, then let F 2 be such an edge set; otherwise put F 2 = ∅. Then
Finally, consider the case when H ′ is of s ′ -type. Again if M is a module as in (18) , then the path P is either an s ′ -t ′ -path, a t ′ -w ′ -path, or an s ′ -w ′ -path that passes through t ′ (note that F does not intersect M ). Now, for a ∈ {s ′ , w ′ } if it is possible to separate a from t ′ in H ′ − F by at most k edges, then let F a be such a set, and otherwise set
We say that an edge set F fails a module M of a part H if F does not hit M and if there are no k edge-disjoint modules in H that have the same blueprint as M . Clearly, a set F that does not fail any module of H is a hit-or-miss set of H.
Lemma 48. Let H be a part, and let F be an edge set such that H is the edgedisjoint union H = L ∪ B such that B is a part, and such that L is the edgedisjoint union of r simple non-trivial parts or simple pseudo-parts of (H, F ). If F does not fail any exceptional module of H and if B has a hit-or-miss set F B , then there is a hit-or-miss set for H of size at most |F ∪ F B | + 2rk.
Proof. Put P 0 = B, Y 0 = F B and let P 1 , . . . , P r be an enumeration of the simple parts and pseudo-parts that make up L. We apply Lemma 38 to every simple part in P 1 , . . . , P r , and Lemma 47 to every simple pseudo-part in P To start the induction, we set M j 1 , . . . , M j k := M for j = −1. Assume now that j ∈ {0, . . . , r} and that we have achieved the construction for smaller j.
If P j is a part then, after deletion of isolated vertices, M ∩ P j is a module of P j with blueprint B ′ , by Lemma 32. Moreover, as Y j is a hit-or-miss set there are k edge-disjoint modules N 1 , . . . , N k of P j with blueprint B ′ . With Lemma 34 we may, for i = 1, . . . , k replace M If, on the other hand, P j is a simple pseudo-part of (H, F ) then, by Lemma 47, M ∩ P j is a path between two terminals of P j , and there are k edge-disjoint paths R 1 , . . . , R k in P j that meet the terminals of P j in the same way as M ∩ P j . With Lemma 33 we may, for i = 1, . . . , k replace M j−1 i ∩ P j by R i and thus obtain modules M Proof. Let s 0 , t 0 be the terminals of H. The terminals might be neighbours of vertices in X within H. To exclude this case, we consider the simple parts induced by {s 0 } ∪ (N (s 0 ) ∩ X) and by {t 0 } ∪ (N (t 0 ) ∩ X). By Lemma 38, these have hit-or-miss sets of size at most k each. Since they together with a hit-ormiss set for H − (N (s 0 , t 0 ) ∩ X) form a hit-or-miss set for H by Lemma 40, we may from now on assume that neither s 0 nor t 0 has a neighbour in X within H,
provided we find a hit-or-miss set for H that has size at most f (λ, k) − 2k.
(Which we will obviously do.) Next, we will show that H has a ladder-like structure (we will apply Lemma 30 later). Let ℓ be maximal such that there are internally disjoint parts Q 0 , . . . , Q ℓ , R 0 , . . . , R ℓ , S 1 . . . , S ℓ and B * such that
• there are vertices s 1 , . . . , s ℓ+1 such that consecutive vertices s i might coincide and vertices t 1 , . . . , t ℓ+1 such that consecutive vertices t i might coincide and such that s i = t j for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ + 1};
• for i = 0, . . . , ℓ the terminals of Q i are s i and s i+1 , the terminals of R i are t i and t i+1 , and such that for i = 1, . . . , ℓ + 1 the terminals of S i are s i and t i , and such that the part B * has terminals s ℓ+1 and t ℓ+1 ;
• the parts S 1 . . . , S ℓ are non-trivial (but not necessarily the other parts);
• L is disjoint from X (what makes every Q i , R i , S i a simple part).
First note that there is indeed such an ℓ to begin with as we can always choose ℓ = 0, Q 0 = {s 0 }, R 0 = {t 0 }, s 1 = s 0 , t 1 = t 0 and B * = H.
We claim that B * has one of the types I-IV.
Suppose that B * has type V. As B is neither of type I, nor of type II, it has a unique substantial block-part B, with terminals s ℓ+2 , t ℓ+2 . In particular, B * decomposes into parts Q ℓ+1 , B, R ℓ+1 such that Q ℓ+1 has terminals s ℓ+1 and s ℓ+2 , and the part R ℓ+1 has terminals t ℓ+1 and t ℓ+2 . Moreover, since B * is not of type IV the block-part B has a parallel decomposition B = S ℓ+1 ∪ B ′ into parts S ℓ+1 and B ′ such that S ℓ+1 is not substantial. Moreover, as B * is not of type III, neither of Q ℓ+1 , R ℓ+1 can have a vertex in N (X). Then, however, the new sequence of parts satisfies all the required conditions, but is longer. This contradicts the maximality of ℓ and proves (20) .
To save a bit on indices, we put s = s 0 , t = t 0 , s ′ = s ℓ+1 and t ′ = t ℓ+1 . By considering the different possible modules for H and by recalling that L is disjoint from X, we can see (by consulting Figure 3 ) that each module M of H falls into one of the following categories: By Lemmas 42-45 and (20), there is a hit-or-miss set F * for B * of size at most |F * | ≤ f * (λ, k). Moreover, let F ′ be an edge set of size at most 4k such that F ′ separates s from t in H if s, t can be separated by at most k edges, such that F ′ separates s ′ from t ′ in L if s ′ , t ′ can be separated by at most k edges, such that F ′ separates s from s ′ in ℓ i=1 Q i if that is possible with at most k edges, and such that that F ′ separates t from t ′ in ℓ i=1 R i if that is possible with at most k edges. Put F 1 = F * ∪ F ′ and observe that |F 1 | ≤ f * (λ, k) + 4k. We claim that:
if F 1 fails a module M of H, then it is as in (e). In particular, M is unexceptional.
Indeed, if M is as in (a), i.e. if M is an s-t-path, then if F 1 fails M there must be, by choice of F ′ , k edge-disjoint s-t-paths in H which contradicts the fact that F 1 fails M . If M is as in (d), i.e. if M ⊆ Bsmallest index such that S i has terminals s i and z, and let j be the largest index such that S j+1 has terminals s j+1 and z. Then the union W z of S i , . . . , S j+1 and Q i , . . . , Q j is a fan-graph with terminals z, s i , s j+1 . In the analogous way, we get a fan-graph if z ∈ {s 0 , . . . , s ℓ+1 }. Now, the fan-graphs W z and W z ′ for two distinct z, z ′ ∈ Z might overlap. By shortening fan-graphs, we can find a set W of such fan-graphs that are pairwise edge-disjoint and that contains all parts S i of L and such that |W| ≤ |Z|. Moreover, for the set R of non-trivial Q i , R j that are not contained in any W ∈ W we get that |R| ≤ 2|Z|. By construction, it follows that L = R∈R R ∪ W ∈W W is an edge-disjoint union.
Let W ′ be the subset of W of fan-graphs of size at least 3k, and let R ′ be the union of R with all non-trivial Q i , R i , S i contained in some W ∈ W \ W ′ . Then |R ′ | ≤ (3k + 2)|Z| ≤ 25k 2 , by (23), and we still have that L = R∈R ′ R ∪ W ∈W ′ W is an edge-disjoint union. Note that |W ′ | ≤ |W| ≤ |Z|. For later use, we state that
Consider W ∈ W ′ . By symmetry, we may assume that W consists of S i , . . . , S j and R i , . . . R j−1 , and that each S r , r = i, . . . , j has terminals s r and t ′ ∈ {t 0 , . . . , t ℓ+1 }. Assume first that there is an edge set F W of size at most k that separates a c ∈ {s i , s j } from x in G − (W − c). We may assume that c = s i . Then W is a simple pseudo-part of (H, F W ) as in (a) of the definition of simple pseudo-part, with s i in the role of w ′ , s j in the role of s ′ and j r=i+1 E(S r ) in the role of D.
If there is no c ∈ {s i , s j } that can be separated from x in G − (W − c) by at most k edges, then, as we are done when G does contains a well-connected fan, by Lemma 30, we may assume that there is a set F W of size at most 6k such that s i is separated from s j in W − t ′ . Then W is a simple pseudo-part of (H, F W ) as in (b) of the definition. In both cases, W is a simple pseudo-part of (H, F W ) with |F W | ≤ 6k.
Put F 3 = F 2 ∪ W ∈W ′ F W and observe with (22) and (23) that
Note that because of (21) and because L is the edge-disjoint union of the simple (and non-trivial) parts in R ′ with the simple pseudo-parts in W ′ of (H, F 3 ) we may apply Lemma 48 and then obtain a hit-or-miss set F for H of size at most
where we have used (24) in the second inequality.
We now have proved that for all types I-V of H we find a hit-or-miss set of size f * (λ, k) resp. f (λ, k) and thus, we have proved Lemma 41. This completes the proof of our main theorem.
Size of the hitting set
What is a lower bound on the size of the edge hitting set for K 4 -subdivisions? Fiorini et al. note in the introduction of [10] that there are graphs G on n vertices with treewidth Ω(n) and girth Ω(log n) and Raymond et al. [17] mention that these graphs even can be chosen cubic. Every K 4 -subdivision in such a graph G contains at least Ω(log n) vertices as it contains a cycle and the girth of G is Ω(log n). Because G is cubic, no vertex is contained in two edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions and therefore, G contains at most k = Ω( n log n ) edge-disjoint K 4 -subdivisions. If X is an edge hitting set for K 4 -subdivisions, then the treewidth of G−X is at most 2 and as the deletion of an edge decreases the treewidth by at most 1, the set X has to contain Ω(n) edges. We conclude that |X| ≥ Ω(k log k) which is a lower bound for the edge hitting set for K 4 -subdivisions. We do not know a better lower bound.
The size of the hitting set in Theorem 4 is far away from this lower bound. Let us recall that the power of k in our theorem comes from the following parts: the single vertex hitting set reduction gives a factor of k log k; the reduction to 2-connected graphs adds a factor of k 3 , the number of x-ears contributes a factor of k, and for each x-ear the induction adds a final factor of k 3 . Clearly, some of these steps could be optimised to lower the size of the hitting set but it seems very doubtful that a better bound than O(k 4 ) could be reached.
